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We’re on the Web! www.NYConn.orgParticipating Member British Marque CAR CLUB NEWS

NY/Conn Holiday Party

More details - Page 2

Less than two weeks from now we’ll all be 
gathering for our most popular event of 
the year, our annual holiday party. Go 
figure, a group that celebrates little open 
cars turns out in greater numbers in cold 

weather than we do for our MG-oriented 
events in the summer. Maybe it’s because 
we know we can’t get away with the 
excuse that “my car(s)’s not running”. 
Everyone is expecting to drive their big, 

Sunday, December 5, 2010
12:00 Noon to 4:00 PM

Le Fontane Ristorante
Corner of Rte. 100 & Rte. 139

Somers, NY 10589

914-232-9619

RSVP by

Friday, November 26th

Andrea Fanelli

ACF49@aol.com

Home: 914-961-7105

Cell: 914-260-9113

Continued Page 5

http://www.NYConn.org
http://www.NYConn.org
mailto:ACF49@aol.com
mailto:ACF49@aol.com
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Check out Le Fontane Ristorante on the web for more information and directions.

www.lefontane.net

The restaurant is on Route 100 and Route 139 in Somers, NY.

Menu
On each table - focaccia (I think that’s just Italian for bread) & cheese

Antipasto

(I always thought that was an actual dish - turns out it’s just Italian for Appetizer)

Mozzarella with roasted pepper & basil, salami, eggplant rollatini

Entree
Choice of:

Chicken Frances
Fillet of Sole

Pasta:
Penne Bolongnese or
Fettuccine primavere

Coffee & Tea

Vegetable
Assorted Desserts:

Canoli
Cheese cake

Apple strudel

Cash Bar
Wine - $5.00     Soda - $2.00

http://www.lefontane.net
http://www.lefontane.net
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Contacts

NY/Conn Website: www.nyconn.org

Charley Robinson

Managing Director

Newsletter Editor

10 Bradley Lane

Sandy Hook, CT 06482

203-270-1244

director@nyconn.org

Ed Flax

Webmaster

5 Oxford Court

Princeton Junction, NJ 
08550

609-275-8690

webmaster@nyconn.org

Andrea Fanelli

Membership

Treasurer

356 E. Grassy Sprain Rd.

Yonkers, NY 10710

914-961-7105

membership@nyconn.org

Jan Hurd

Photo Archive

11 Partridge Drive

Ridgefield, CT 06877

203-438-2796

photos@nyconn.org

British Marque Car Club News

Participating Club Member Subscription

One Year - 11 Issues - $15.00 (Savings - $9.00)

Name ________________________________________________

Address ______________________________________________

City_________________________ State________ Zip_________

E-Mail_______________________________________________

Participating Club Name ____NY/Conn Chapter - NE MG ‘T’ Register

Submit check and form to: ENTHUSIAST PUBLICATIONS, LLC

	
 	
            5 OLD NASONVILLE ROAD

	
 	
             HARRISVILLE, RI 02830-1905

           NEW	
      RENEWAL	
      1 YR.	
 	
  2 YR.

MORE HOLIDAY PARTY
BRING WITH YOU

Check made out to “Cash” or “Andrea Fanelli” for dinner & annual dues
Donations for Auction
Newsletter contributions
Calendar to plan monthly events

RSVP by Friday
November 26th

to Andrea
See 1st page - See last page

mailto:director@nyconn.org
mailto:director@nyconn.org
mailto:webmaster@nyconn.org
mailto:webmaster@nyconn.org
mailto:membership@nyconn.org
mailto:membership@nyconn.org
mailto:photos@nyconn.org
mailto:photos@nyconn.org
http://www.nyconn.org
http://www.nyconn.org
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Hi	  Guys	  -‐	  Clem	  Brown	  here.	  I'm	  sending	  a	  le9er	  
to	  the	  Editor	  of	  my	  local	  newspaper	  concerning	  
the	  cap	  on	  an?que	  vehicle	  assessed	  value	  for	  
2010..	  I'm	  enclosing	  my	  le9er	  below	  and	  asking	  
that	  you	  disseminate	  the	  info	  to	  the	  MG	  Club	  
membership.	  There	  may	  be	  new	  members	  (or	  
some	  old	  ones	  who	  forgot)	  who	  are	  unaware	  of	  
this	  change	  in	  the	  law	  and	  the	  requirement	  to	  
re-‐apply	  each	  year:	  

Last	  year	  I	  wrote	  a	  le9er	  to	  the	  Editor	  describing	  
the	  changes	  in	  the	  state	  motor	  vehicle	  
assessment	  law	  for	  an?que	  and	  special	  interest	  
car	  owners.	  This	  change	  (by	  Public	  Act	  No.	  
08-‐150)	  was	  made	  to	  cap	  the	  assessed	  value	  of	  
an?que,	  rare	  or	  special	  interest	  vehicles	  at	  $500	  
even	  if	  the	  vehicles	  do	  not	  have	  an?que	  license	  
plates.	  This	  could	  result	  in	  a	  significant	  reduc?on	  
in	  the	  property	  tax	  owed	  on	  these	  vehicles	  and	  
thus	  be	  a	  benefit	  to	  owners	  in	  these	  difficult	  
economic	  ?mes.

The	  caveat	  to	  this	  law	  is	  that	  the	  owner	  must	  fill	  
out	  the	  required	  form(s)	  at	  the	  local	  tax	  
assessor’s	  office	  each	  year	  for	  the	  cap	  to	  be	  
effec?ve.	  These	  are	  simple	  forms	  and	  take	  only	  a 	  
few	  minutes	  to	  complete.	  Because	  I	  filled	  out	  the	  

forms	  last	  year,	  my	  town	  (Montville)	  mailed	  the	  
2010	  forms	  to	  me,	  however,	  this	  may	  not	  be	  the	  
case	  everywhere	  as	  each	  town	  handles	  this	  
differently.	  

There	  are	  deadlines	  for	  comple?ng	  the	  forms	  
(it’s	  January	  31st	  in	  Montville)	  and	  these	  
deadlines	  vary	  for	  different	  towns	  depending	  on	  
their	  grand	  list	  comple?on	  dates.	  I	  urge	  anyone	  
who	  believes	  they	  have	  a	  vehicle	  that	  qualifies	  to	  
contact	  their	  local	  tax	  assessor	  to	  fill	  out	  the	  
required	  form(s).	  The	  money	  you	  save	  would	  be	  
be9er	  spent	  keeping	  your	  an?que,	  rare	  or	  
special	  interest	  vehicle	  on	  the	  road.

Thanks,
Clem	  (that	  renegade	  MX-‐5	  owner!)

I called Branford tax office to investigate this. 
Apparently, if you already have antique 
plates, no new action is needed on your part. 
If you have regular CT plates but your 
vehicle is over 20 years old, you can apply to 
cap your assessed value of your car at $500, 
with a form you complete annually 
Happy Motoring!
David Silberkleit, CT MG Club

Holiday Tips to Save You Money & to Keep Your Car Running

Reminder	  from	  last	  year	  for	  MGs	  using	  regular	  CT	  license	  plates
(Info	  from	  the	  CT	  MG	  Club):

Leaking Gas Tank Drain Plug

If the leak is the drain plug and not something 
higher on the tank, RectoSeal 5, sold anywhere 
that carries plumbing supplies will stop the leak 
if you apply it to the plug threads. This is the 
stuff I use on fuel pump fittings that defy any 
other fix.

Cheers,
Dave DuBois
(MG T List)

OR:

Also use yellow teflon tape for gas leaks. This 
is thicker tape then the white for water or the 
blue styles. The leak can also be from the  
sending unit and there is a gasoline resistant 
gasket sealer to be applied to the surface made 
by Locktite/Permatex High tack #98H or 
Aviation #3H. Aviation worked for me.

Michael Balahutrak
53 TD, Houston, TX
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new iron in December anyway. Speaking of summer events, we had another great year, 
from our Sweetheart Sundae in February right up to what I anticipate will be another 
terrific holiday party. I know I speak for myself (and probably a bunch of others too) when 
I say thanks to all the generous and supportive members of NY/Conn who hosted these 
events for us. Our hosts put a lot of time, effort and even money into planning and 
preparing these wonderful occasions that make being a member of NY/Conn so 
worthwhile. What makes them a success though is the help and support of fellow 
members at each and every event. 
 To insure the success of our holiday party we’ll need EVERYONE to kick in by 
bringing gifts for the auction and a wallet full of money to buy those gifts and bid on the 
prizes. We’ll be doing some of the usual activities (i.e. eating, drinking, chatting), and, of 
course, renewing acquaintances with old friends. 

Check out the full details of menu, location, directions on page 2 and get your RSVP in to 
Andrea as soon as possible. but by Friday (11/26) at the latest - she needs to give a 
head count to the restaurant by Saturday, November 27th. 

NY/Conn Holiday Party (Continued)

Dear Family & Friends,
From Fall 2010 Cramer & Anderson Report 
(lawyers)

Know about the "No-Zone"
All drivers should be aware of the "No-Zone," 
the area on the sides and rear of 18-wheelers 
where the truck driver cannot see a car.  This 
dangerous area is easy to locate: If you 
cannot see the driver of the truck in his mirror, 
then he can't see you.

The No-Zone is dangerous for two reasons. 
First, if the truck driver cannot see you, he 
might try to pull into your lane, causing a 
crash. Second, if you drive in the No-Zone, 

the truck and its trailer cut off your view to the 
side and reduce your view to the front, 
making it harder to avoid accidents.

If you are behind a truck, stay out of the No-
Zone so that the driver can see you. If you are 
passing a truck, do not linger in the No-Zone--
get through it as quickly as you can while still 
driving safely.

Remember: No matter who has the right of 
way, when an 18-wheeler and a car collide, 
the car always loses.

Safety Fast, Sandy Hurd

The NO-Zone
A Word of Caution to ALL Drivers
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Here’s one you’re going to be hearing a lot 
more about in the very near future: the “move 
over law”. It is a moving violation that could 
cost you up to 3 points on your license and/or 
fines up to $10,000. Do I have your attention 
now?

It’s currently on the books in Connecticut and 
recently enacted in New York to become 
effective as of January 1, 2011. The law is 
basically the same in 48 states now so no 
matter where you drive you need to be aware 
of it. Although it has been on the books in 
several states for many years, it has not 
received much attention. However with the 
increased number of incidents involving 
emergency vehicles that have been struck by 
passing motorists it is being more heavily 
enforced universally.

The underlying premise is that, when possible 
and safe to do so, you need to move over one 
lane to leave an empty lane between you and 
an emergency vehicle that is stopped along 
the side of the road, in a travel lane or in a 
breakdown lane. This applies not only to 
ambulances, fire trucks, and police cars but 

also to volunteer firefighter vehicles, highway 
maintenance vehicles and even tow trucks 
that are stopped along the side of the road 
with their emergency lights on. You must 
immediately slow down and move over; to 
the left if they are on the right side of the road 
and to the right if they are on the left side. In 
some states slowing down is described as “a 
reasonable speed below the posted limit”. 
Other states specifically state that you must 
slow down to 20 mph below the posted limit.

In Connecticut a violation of the law is 
considered an infraction unless the violation 
results in the injury or death of an emergency 
vehicle operator, in which case the fines are 
$2,500 and $10,000, respectively. 

Oneida County, NY, District Attorney Scott 
McNamara said that under the new law, 
failing to “exercise due care” when 
approaching a stopped emergency vehicle 
could result in fines of up to $275, mandatory 
state surcharges of either $80 or $85 
depending on the court and up to 15 days in 
jail, in addition to 3 points on your driver’s 
license.

So, if you see the lights a-flashin’, you better 
be slowin’ and movin’ over unless you enjoy 
the thrill of seeing those flashin’ lights pullin’ 
up behind your car. 

As I write this I’m thinking it probably doesn’t 
matter when driving our MGs as chances are 
we’re already 20 mph below the limit -  just 
remember to move over.

Move-Over Law - CT & NY
Safety Not-So-Fast
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Twenty or twenty-five years ago I read a technical 
publication by Mercedes Benz which said the 
following: 
	
 1. Never store a car with no water in the 
engine. Store the car with water plus antifreeze, if 
in an area where freezing could be a problem. In 
warmer areas, add a good corrosion inhibitor/
water pump lubricant to the water. Antifreeze 
already has these additives. The reason for storing 
an engine with water in it is that corrosion is a lot 
worse with no water or pockets of water in the 
engine. Water condenses inside and there is the 
oxygen in the air, perfect conditions for causing 
corrosion.

	
 2. Use TAP water, unless your water is 
unusually high in mineral content. The one thing to 
never use is distilled water. Water likes to have a 
certain level of minerals (hardness) in it. Most tap 
water is more or less at the balanced level. 
Distilled water is hungry for minerals and is very 
aggressive, taking the minerals out of the metals in 
your engine. Every time I bring this up in a forum 
it stirs the waters! But, Mercedes is absolutely 
correct. I was trained as a chemist and I have run 
this buy a lot of chemists over the years. All those 
trained in this sort of thing agree wholeheartedly 
with what Mercedes had to say.
E. Dean Butler, Reprinted from Meshing Gears, 
Newsletter of the MG Car Club Central, Jersey Centre

Should You Drain Your Engine of
Coolant For The Winter

Unless you have an old VW bug, 
or a Convair or live in the 
tropics, you need Anti-Freeze in 
your cars cooling system. We use 
Ethylene Glycol today but it 
wasn't always that way.

Back in the 1920s they used 
Alcohol, Glycerin, or Calcium 
Chloride. Each of them had 
drawbacks. Over time, Ethylene 
Glycol evolved and is the 
antifreeze most people use today 
in their cars. (The 1920 
automotive technical manna! I have 
commented that they thought the 
“engine of the future” was to be air 
cooled.)

What is Ethylene Glycol? It is 
a colorless, odorless, syrupy, 

alcohol derivative, that is slightly 
heaver than water (Specific 
Gravity of 1.1). and mixes with 
water. Plus what you buy off the 
shelf is most likely to contain 
corrosion inhibitors and an anti-
foaming agent. Plus, not only does 
it lower the freezing point of 
your coolant, but it raises the 
boiling point of the mixture too. 
But don’t run 100 percent 
Ethylene Glycol.

Must mix with water. 70(EG)/30
(Water) mix is maximum winter 
protection; 50/50 mix is normal.

Hazards - It is a sweet tasting 
poison! There have been cases 
of people mixing it with sweet 
drinks to kill others! If an animal 

drinks some that you car has 
leaked, it may die.  Annually, about 
90,000 animals and 4,000 
children suffer adverse affects 
from it, including death. It affects 
cardiovascular failure, brain 
damage, and possible death. It is 
relatively safe to handle, just 
don’t drink any.

Alternatives - One 
alternative, but more expensive is 
Propylene Glycol. Similar in 
antifreeze properties but 
nontoxic. It is even used in 
motor home water drinking 
systems as an antifreeze for 
winter storage.

Checking and Replenishing 
- The most accurate way to 

Anti-Freeze For Cars
by Greg Prehodka - MG Car Club Central New Jersey Centre
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ANTI-FREEZE FOR CARS (CONT.)

check your cooling system for 
antifreeze protection is with an 
anti-freeze hydrometer. Most 
service stations & garages 
should have this. Since ethylene 
glycol is heavier than water, the 
concentration of the mix can be 
checked with this flotation 
device. It may also include a 
thermometer for temperature 
correction. Another way — and 
cheaper way — is to buy a small 
bulb tester that has a number of 
different colored little balls of 
different densities inside its glass 
tube (most automotive stores 
carry this). It is not as accurate, 
but “good enough”. Just suck a 
sample of the mix into it, and 
see which balls float and which 
sink. Then look at its chart, and 
it will tell you the approximate 
mix and protection you have.

Due more to the rust inhibitor 
breakdown in the mix than the 
ethylene glycol breakdown, 
Prestone recommends that 
every five years - or 150,000 
miles - you drain the cooling 
system, flush it out with a 
flushing agent, and refill it with 
new antifreeze. It is also 
recommended that you use 
uncontaminated water (void of 
acids, minerals. etc.) such as 
distilled water or even water 

from a dehumidifier. (Ed. Note: See 
previous article.) And don’t dump 
the old anti-freeze into the 
ground! Dispose of it properly. 
Most counties have some sort 
of chemical collection program.

Other Interesting & 
Related Stuff -About 70% of 
the fuel burned in a car goes 
into heat. (now if you only could 
save all that heat to heat your 
home!)

Freeze Out Plugs on an 
engine are not there in case the 
coolant in the engine freezes. 
Those holes were put there to 
get the sand out of the engine 
block after it was cast in the 
foundry. The anti-freeze used in 
your car’s window washer fluid 
is a Methanol/Water mix 
(don’t drink that either).

Need extra cooling in the 
summer— add a product called 
Water Wetter to the cars 
coolant. Available in most 
automotive stores.

T-series MGs did not have a 
pressurized cooling system. All 
cars have pressurized cooling 
systems today. Why? A 15 psi 
cap raises the boiling point of 
the coolant by 45 degrees F.

Never, NEVER, open the 
radiator cap on a hot engine — 
you may get seriously scalded 
from hot coolant blowing out at 
you!

Generally there are two types of 
Ethylene Glycol on the shelf in 
most stores today. Be sure to 
read the labels One is “Full 
Strength” that you have to 
mix with water yourself — 
there will be a chart on the 
container for how to mix it with 
water for the protection you 
want.

The other: Pre-Mixed”. It is 
already pre-mixed with water to 
a specific level (usually — but 
not always — 50/50 mix). Saves 
you the mixing, but you’re 
effectively paying more for the 
ethylene glycol. If you have to 
‘top up’ your radiator, make sure 
you add anti-freeze mix, and not 
just water. If you just add water, 
you're diluting the mix and 
loosing protection.

Although anti-freeze is good for 
cars, if the driver has a few too 
many nips of human anti-freeze 
at the local pub, let someone 
else drive you home.

Properties:

Pure Water
50/50 Mix (Normal)
70/30 Mix (Max)

32F
-35F
-55F

212F

223F
235F

Boiling PointFreezing Point
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The MG Vintage Racers will 
celebrate their 30th 
anniversary with two 
designated “Focus Events” 
for 2011!  One on the west 
coast, and one on the east 
coast.  A MGVR “Focus 
Event” is a selected vintage 
race event where MGVR gets 
a vintage race sanctioning body 
to include some “all MG races” 
in their weekend’s schedule.  
Plus MGVR compliments the 
weekend with some of their own 
awards and social functions.  All 
MG racers are encouraged to 
attend these events for an 
enjoyable weekend of MG racing 
and camaraderie.  This tradition 
has grown over the years and 
now includes both east and west 
coast events.  Plus MGVR’s 30th 
anniversary will include a special 
celebration at the Lime Rock 
event, where MG and British car 
clubs are strongly encouraged to 
have their members come watch 
and meet the MG racers.
MGVR Focus Event West for 
2011 - April
  This Focus Event will be at 
Infineon Raceway in California 
with CSRG (Classic Sports 
Racing Group – on the web at: 
www.csrgracing.org), the 
weekend of April 8-10th.  This 

2.53 mile racecourse is located in 
the heart of the California Wine 
Country in Sonoma, some 35 
miles south of San Francisco.  
Friday will be a test day, with 
racing on Saturday and Sunday.
MGVR Focus Event East for 
2011 - September
  MGVR will celebrate their 30th 
anniversary in Connecticut at 
Lime Rock Park’s 29th “Historic 
Festival” on Labor Day weekend 
(September 3-5).  This beautiful 
historic race track is a great place 
for racers and spectators alike, 
where Lime Rock will also 
celebrate its 55th year of racing.  
A large turnout of MG racers is 
expected.  MG and British Car 
enthusiasts are highly 
encouraged to attend to meet 
these MG racers, see their MG 
race cars, and watch them in 
action on the track.  Friday, 
Saturday, and Monday will be 
race days for about 300 vintage 
race cars of all types.  No racing 
on Sunday as they will have a 

fabulous car 
show presented 
on the track.  
Anyone 
interested in 

attending is 
encouraged to make room 
reservations early, as area 
lodging gets sold out quickly for 
this weekend (or you can camp 
at the track).  Track and lodging 
information can be found at Lime 
Rock’s web site:  
www.limerock.com  This event is 
supported by the Vintage Sports 
Car Club of America.  More 
details on this event will be 
released as it nears.
   The MG Vintage Racers is a 
newsletter based group of MG 
racing enthusiasts in North 
America.  Founded in 1981 with 
about 40 MG racers, today the 
include over 250 MG racers.  
They do not sanction racing, but 
support MG racing at vintage 
race events, and exchange MG 
racing information between their 
subscribers through their 
newsletter and web site.  To find 
out more about them - including 
their history since 1981 - visit 
their web site at:  MGVR.org.

MG Vintage Racers
MG Vintage Racers Celebrating 30 Years in 2011

Both East and West

http://www.csrgracing.org/
http://www.csrgracing.org/
http://www.limerock.com/
http://www.limerock.com/
http://MGVR.org/
http://MGVR.org/
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RSVP ASAP

Membership Renewal & Party Reservation

Le Fontane Ristorante
137 Route 100

Corner of Rte. 100 & Rte. 139

Somers, NY 10589

914-232-9619 RSVP ASAP

RSVP to Andrea ASAP
(914-961-7105-Home

914-260-9113-Cell
ACF49@aol.com

Name: 

Number attending: _______________ X $35.00 each =	
 	
$ 

Annual Dues:  Still just $20	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 $                        20.00

Total	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
 	
$

Total: (Checks made payable to “Cash” or “Andrea Fanelli”

RSVP BY FRIDAY NOVEMBER 26TH

PLEASE

mailto:ACF49@aol.com
mailto:ACF49@aol.com

